MEDIAN CROSS-OVER

1. For "AUTHORIZED VEHICLES ONLY" crossovers, continue 6 inch yellow edgeline completely through crossover.

DIRECTIONAL CROSS-OVER

1. Install arrow(s) as shown in PAVE-900 and PAVE-935. Unit arrow(s) if the lane is not full width in advance of the island or the channelizing marking is less than 75 ft in length.
DIRECTIONAL CROSS-OVER WITH LANE DROP

DIRECTIONAL CROSS-OVER WITH DUAL LANES

NOTES:
1. See PAVE-910 and PAVE-935 for location of special markings.
2. "ONLY" legends are not required when all crossover lanes are developed. If at least one crossover lane is a drop lane, then "ONLY" legends are required in addition to the arrows.
3. Include a dotted turning guideline for all double turn movements.
4. Evaluate road conditions when more than two receiving lanes are present to determine which lane the turning guide line should lead to (radius considerations, lanes dropping, etc.).
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